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Traditionally, autofocus occurs when you press the shutter release button down half-
way. A point, or points, are selected to capture focus.

Two basic methods determine how it works:
Single capture for static subjects.
Continuous capture for moving subjects.

Traditional Methods:
To anticipate static subjects, we select One Shot / S-AF / Single Servo / AF-S, the sim-
plest form of autofocus. To anticipate moving subjects, we select Continuous AF / C-
AF / AI Servo / AF-C, and let the camera track the subject. A third method might be AI-
Focus / Auto-Servo AF / AF-A where the camera decides for you if the subject is moving 
or not. It may work, or not. Good luck.

Of course, switching between AF-S and AF-C (I’m a Nikon Hacker of Light :-) and then 
back to AF-S takes a moment, and it’s easy to miss a shot. That, and what about those 
times when you forgot which mode you were in, tracking a moving subject in AF-S?

For example, you are out shooting birds, and have selected AF-C. You spot a bird 
perched on a limb. You grab focus of its eye and recompose. Then you notice focus 
switched to a branch in the way, argh! You switch to AF-S and try to grab the eye again 
while off it goes, no tracking, argh! You switch to AF-C and grab a speck of a distant 
tail, argh!

Alternative Method:
There has to be a better way. There is… it’s called “Back Button Autofocusing” or BBAF 
(It can be a front button). We will assign all AF functions to a button and totally disable 
shutter release AF. Once this is done, the only way to allow focus is by pushing or hold-
ing the designated button. Some high-end cameras have a dedicated “AF-ON” button 
to the right of the viewfinder. Most mid-range cameras have an “AE-L/AF-L” button 
there. That would be an obvious choice to customize for AF-ON.

The Settings:
The first step is to shoot only in Continuous Focus mode.
The second step is set your AF-C priority to Release, not Focus.
The third step is to remove AF for the shutter release button. Nikon menus call it AF ac-
tivation in the Custom>Autofocus menu, setting it to AF-ON, not Shutter/AF-ON. You 
may try other customizable buttons user the Controls sub-menu (FBAF?).
If you can save settings, you might want to do so.
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Back Button Autofocusing (BBAF)
How Does It Work?
If you come upon a static subject, put the focus target on the critical part, thumb (fin-
ger?) the dedicated button and release. Recompose and fire.
If you come upon a moving subject, hold down the dedicated button while tracking your 
subject. Fire single or continuous shots while holding the button down.

Side Benefits:
When you shoot static subjects from a fixed location (tripod), you focus only once, and 
never wait for refocusing (saving batteries), or worse yet, having it refocus on undesir-
able points.
When you shoot brackets or panoramas, it does not refocus.
Want manual focusing mode… you’re in it! (You can tap the button for a start, then turn 
the lens ring.)
Look at all the button and dial fiddling you’re missing.
Now, go out and practice shooting static and moving subjects. It takes practice! (Don’t 
try a wedding!)

(P.S. I was inspired (and sold) on BBAF by Steve Perry at backcountrygallery.com and his eBook “The 
Secrets of the Nikon Autofocus System”.)
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